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As my eyes scanned the hospital 
room from right to left and I began 
noticing what was missing; the 
sweet smell of abundant flowers 
whose colors fill the institutional 
room with bare walls, the gift bags 
stacked high, each filled with paper  
that settles at night, creating that 
familiar crackling sound, the unmis-
takable scent of deli platters and 
food sent by well-intentioned 

friends. And, of course, the throngs of  

visitors, each one wanting to spend time with a mother and 
her new baby. All of that was gone this time. All of it was 
missing except for a mother and the 4-hour old baby she 
held in her arms, his little hand tightly wrapped around her 
pinky. For some, the experience of childbirth during the  

pandemic has felt lonely and somewhat unnatural.  

I must admit, the stark contrast to when our two boys,  

Isaac and Robert, were born left me feeling a measure  
of emptiness. So I began to reflect on the experience,  
which strangely or maybe not so strangely left me feeling 
connected and closer to God. 
 

In our Jewish tradition, most occasions, happy and sad,  
are performed, commemorated, and observed in the  
presence of the community; we share large meals  
celebrating birth, bar mitzvahs, weddings. During shiva,  
we gather in our homes over food and drink to honor  
the memory of someone who has died. 

 

These events are designed to connect us to the people we 
love most. So the question I invite us to think about today is, 
was the original intent of our sages,  for all the good that our 
tradition brings, to mark life's beautiful moments with pomp 
and splendor? Is this what our sages planned for us?  

 
To answer this question, I'll blend personal experience  
with the teachings of our Torah. When the world was in its 
infancy, the Torah described a simple but powerful formula 

for creation. God said let there be light, and there was light. 
This divine simplicity is found across monotheistic religions, 
each embracing some form of the doctrine of divine  
simplicity. We see this concept play out numerous times  
in the bible and in subsequent commentaries. Still, there  
are two genuinely revealing pieces of text in our Torah that 
highlight the simplicity of divine love. In Parshat Shemot, 
Moses is born, and the Torah uses one word to describe his 
birth- beautiful.  

 
Later on, in the book of Leviticus,  Moses stands at the tent 
of meeting, and we read  ֶהל יו ֵמֹא֥ ר ְיֹהָו֙ה ֵאָל֔ ה ַוְיַדֵּב֤ א ֶאל־ֹמֶׁש֑ ַוִּיְקָר֖
ר׃ ד ֵלאֹמֽ   מֹוֵע֖
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        SOUPS ON! 
Hi my fellow JCCH members, 
As you may know, earlier this season we were serving soup at our Shabbat kiddush. 
Sadly that ended when we had to end in person services. We are hoping to reopen 
soon and I have many ideas for treats in addition to our beautiful regular weekly  
kiddush.  I am planning some feel-good treats in addition to soup.  I hope many  
of our members will offer to participate in this fun endeavor. If anyone has thoughts 
about what he or she might like to prepare please email me:  
mystaarfish@yahoo.com, Yes. Double “a” in starfish is correct!   

                          I can’t wait to hear from you !   
                          Barbara “Bobbi “ Stahl Jason 

 
"The LORD called to Moses and spoke to him from the Tent of Meeting." This is a  
departure from the language typically  used in the Torah, where we usually read "vayedaber 
Adonai el Moshe," And God spoke to Moshe. In this verse from Leviticus,  
we read God called to Moshe, and the midrash in Vayikra Rabba teaches that in these 
words, we read of God calling, inviting Moshe into the tent, a sacred place. And the  
rabbis suggest that God's calling to Moshe is a symbol of divine love. The text is  
essentially a covenantal blessing.  

 
As I sat in the hospital room just watching Joanna and the baby sleep, I couldn't help  
but be drawn to the simplicity of it all. We literally had nothing and no one in our room.  
Over and over again, I replayed the way in which our two older sons were brought into this world with gifts, balloons, 
flowers, food, and people..lots and lots of people who filled our recovery room. And as happy as those memories were, 
this time around felt more spiritual. This person, this life, this creation of divine beauty, his heart beating, his breath 
steady and so pure, so holy, called by God to the tent of the Jewish people.  
Vayikra Adonai Elav,  "God called to him." At that moment, I felt the profound nature of divine simplicity. 

 

As we look toward the winding down of a pandemic that has upended our routines and look forward to returning to the 
days when we raise a glass in celebration with the people we love in rooms fully decorated and catered, may we also 
take a moment to recenter our priorities. Let us remember that the simplicity of love lies not in aesthetics but in the at-
mosphere we create; we find miracles not in moments of grandeur but rather in small and simple memories.  
May we be blessed with the opportunity to appreciate the profundity of the simplicity of divine love.  

 

                         Cantor Marcos 

Cantor  Marcos - continued from cover 

PLEASE NOTE:  If anyone would like any of the soup recipes that have been made,  just email Eve:  Everspence@jcch.org 
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JCCH SERVICE SCHEDULE 

Fridays @ 6:00 pm   
Kabbalat Shabbat Service 

Saturday @ 9:30 am  
Shabbat Morning Service 

Monday - Friday at 8:00 am  
and Sunday @ 9:00 am  
Morning Minyan Service 

 

All services are available via Zoom, 
Facebook and livestream.  Go to 

JCCH.org for all links. 

 

February 5, 4 Adar 1     TERUMA, Haftarah I Kings 

February 12, 11 Adar 1    TETZAVEH, Haftarah Ezekiel 

February 19, 18 Adar 1    KI TISSA,  Haftarah I Kings  

February 26, 25 Adar 1    VAYEKHEL, Haftarah II Kings 
 

FEBRUARY TORAH PORTIONS 

Rev-eling in Shabbat Services  
During the cold, dark winter months, a hint of the spring to come is the celebration of the holiday of Tu B’Shvat, which 
this year fell on Shabbat of Martin Luther King Day weekend. As we think about trees and branching out and new 
growth, we invited the Reverend Jerome Robinson, Associate Minister at the Historic Abyssinian Baptist Church, to 
share some of his thoughts about the day. He reminded us that the push for civil rights has historically been a cause 
dear to us as well as to the African American community, and we continue together to fight bigotry, anti-Semitism and 
racism in our country and in the world. He spoke warmly and passionately, from the heart, and several congregants 
were moved to share their thoughts and questions with him afterwards. A fitting tribute to a man who worked so hard for 
Tikkun Olam and a good way to launch into a holiday celebrating the birthday of trees, which provide sustenance 
through their fruit and their spiritual connection to life. 

Further enhancing this uplifting and joyous Shabbat were our own Torah and Haftorah readers and prayer leaders.  
Yasher koach to members Deb Bers, Cantor Judith Naimark and Danny Schultz who “… was honored to read for Shab-
bat B'Shalach, my bar mitzvah parsha,….[particularly since] the parsha itself repeats a theme that Faith and Action are 
what bring about results... beautifully in sync with Martin Luther King's messages in his lifetime..." 
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Zachary Fischman  
Zachary Todd Fischman will be called to the Torah on February 12, 2022 as a  
Bar Mitzvah. Zachary is a 7th grader at Louis M. Klein Middle School in Harrison 
New York. His favorite activities are playing the drums, lacrosse and video games. 
He enjoys spending times with his friends either walking around town or the mall. 
His favorite subject is Math, which is a skill he puts to use when he trades stocks 
on Robinhood. When he grows up, he wants to become an architect. He has two  
sisters, Ella, age 11, and Lillian, age 7. When he is not ignoring them, he plays 
Legos with Lillian and NBA Jam with Ella.  He is kind, funny, very smart, and loves 
nothing more than ordering sushi on Sunday nights. We are very proud of Zachary 
and all he has accomplished. He has shown us that when he puts his mind to 
something, he achieves it!   

Alexander Comora 
We are looking forward to Alexander James Comora becoming a Bar 
Mitzvah on his 13th birthday!  Alex is looking forward to sharing this  
important milestone with his family, friends and the JCCH congregation 
as he leads the service and reading of T’rumah.   
Over the past few years, Alex has shown dedication, commitment, and 
pride in learning his Torah portion while preparing for his special day.  
Alexander has grown up at the JCCH learning what it means to be  
Jewish, including watching and participating as his older brothers,  

Maxwell and William, became Bar Mitzvahs on the very same bema.  He is currently in 7th grade at the  
Rye Country Day School in Rye, New York, where he  has been a part of the community since arriving in  
kindergarten.   Alex is a force of positive energy bringing compassion, dedication and a “can do” spirit wherever 
he goes and in whatever he does – lifting up friends, family, teammates and community.  If you are looking for 
Alex – you can find him on the ice, soccer field,  playing football or gaming with his friends or hanging out with 
his two dogs - Cece and Jessie – Alex will be the one smiling and spreading joy to those around him.  

Juliette Naar  
Juliette Naar, along with her family, joined the JCCH at the suggestion of family 
friend and JCCH member Terry Gary. She is very grateful to Cantor Marcos for 
preparing her for her Bat Mitzvah in such an enjoyable, stress free way. Juliette 
began her Jewish education at Chabad Hebrew School and then at Carmel  
Academy. She is currently a 7th grade student at the Mead School in Stamford, 
CT. Juliette is an avid equestrian and competes in the Hunters and Equitation  
divisions with her large pony Dreamy. Juliette’s paternal grandfather is a  
Sephardic Jew from Egypt and she enjoys visiting family in Israel. Juliette  
and her family joined the JCCH at the height of the pandemic but look forward  
to meeting more of the JCCH community in the future.    
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   Florence Kraut, author of “How to Make A Life “ 
 

 Thursday evening, January 27th, was the first of what will hopefully become a series spotlighting different 
members of our community who have stories, experiences, avocations, professions, and personal passions 
to share.    
 
This first presentation, with Florence Kraut, was truly quite special. Florence first shared her own touching 
story about the catalyst which propelled  her to follow her muse in the middle of her successful career in so-
cial work.  And, she went on to discuss her lengthy journey toward her goal of becoming an author - relating 
that she could only truly feel she had become once she had published a book.   
Her first book, How to Make A Life, even if it hadn’t been published, should have allowed her to feel herself 
to be an accomplished author in this reporter’s opinion. But, for her, having a published book  was the litmus 
test for calling herself an AUTHOR. 
 
 Within the genre of historical fiction, How to Make a Life, traces a family across several generations.   
The characters Florence developed - their richly developed traits and personalities, along with their  
“dances” within the family dynamics - are engaging and touching.  And, how did Florence come up with 
these characters? Florence shared that one main source was her own large family.  She related that, when 
visiting her Aunt’s 2-family house during her childhood, she went directly to the kitchen – loving nothing  
better than sitting there while her relatives chatted and exchanged family stories and secrets. Although 
these characters and events are not autobiographical, they were inspired by her family and her work as a 
family therapist.  Those who attended this “Spotlight On” zoom event almost felt like we were right there in 
that kitchen with Florence - perhaps as extended family members.  As Florence’s friend, Gail Reisin, said 
when thanking Florence for the wonderful presentation and talk, “.... you were so rich and honest and 
showed (such) great caring, insight and strength.”   
 
Many many thanks to Florence for sharing her personal journey and talking about her book.   We all look 
forward to Florence’s second book, due to be out in Fall of 2023.  
 
Now – we invite YOU to step up and share your interest, passion, and/or expertise you have either avoca-
tionally or professionally. Perhaps you’re an avid skier and can share some of your most fun (or scariest) 
experiences.  Maybe you are an orthodontist and discuss how you have seen the field develop and change 
across the years.  Do you love traveling and care to be a virtual tour guide of some of the places you have 
gone and particularly liked? 
 
What do you do that brings light into your life that you can share with others?  We’d all like to know.  
We invite you to sign up for one of the next “spots” for this series.   
 
Contact Andrea Strone: 914-656-0188  or andrea.strone@gmail.com, or Rae Baczek: (914)815-1192 
or raemath@aol.com 

Florence Kraut 



What’s happening at the JCCH 

Menschlikhkeit before Godliness  
With Rabbi Barbara Paris 

Thursdays @10:00 am  via ZOOM 

Join Rabbi Barbara Paris for a weekly  
discussion of Jewish Values. Some topics  
will include, Pikuakh Nefesh (Saving a Life), 

Lashon Ha-Ra (Refraining from Gossip), Bikor Cholim (Visiting 
the Sick), Gemilut Chesed (Acts of Loving Kindness), Shalom 
Bayit (Peace in the Home) and Hakhnasat Orkhim (Hospitality.) 
We will look at the Biblical origin and commentary as well as 
modern sources and examples. As always, the conversations  
will focus on our own time and life experiences and how we  
can embody these traditional and very Jewish values. 

Meeting ID: 869 9694 5360  

Rabbi Jeffrey Segelman  
Teaching Two Classes  

 
Rabbi Jeffrey Segelman is the Rabbi  
Emeritus of the Westchester Jewish  
Center in Mamaroneck.  He is currently  
a Lecturer in professional skills and  
the Director of the Fieldwork Placement  
program at the Academy for Jewish  
Religion.  

Parshat Hashavuah 
Mondays at 8:00 pm via Zoom 

(NOTE THE TIME CHANGE ) 
 The study of the weekly Torah portion has been the mainstay of 
Jewish intellectual and spiritual life for thousands of years. In this 
class, we will first look to the basic content of the portion. Then we 
will explore in greater depth one or two of the main ideas through 
the lens of the Talmudic rabbis and classical commentaries. No 
prior knowledge is required and all of our texts will be in English. 
Remaining sessions:  2/7, 2/14, 2/28, 3/7, 3/14 
 

The Complexity of Family Relationships  
Tuesdays at 7:30 pm, via Zoom 

(NOTE THE TIME CHANGE ) 
The relationships between family members  
are never simple. Fortunately, there is much in 
Jewish wisdom that helps us to understand the 
complexities and to shed light on how to create 
"shalom bayit" -- peace within our families.  
 In this class we will take up the relationships 

between spouses, parents and children, siblings (especially adult 
siblings), grandparents, and in-laws. We will look at the ways in 
which Jewish law and Jewish rituals frame these relationships  
and how we can apply this wisdom to our own lives.  
Remaining sessions—2/1, 2/8, 2/15, 3/1, 3/8, 3/15 

 Positive Discipline Workshop  
for Parents with JCCH member  

Karina Lubowitz  
Sunday, February 6 @ 10:30 am 

In Person at the JCCH 
Join us for an hour of lively conversation and  

experiential  learning. In this workshop you will 
learn about what positive  discipline is and have 

the opportunity to practice some of the many positive discipline 
tools. Cultivating these skills will have a positive impact on how 

you raise your children and will likely boost your own mental  
well being as well.  

Learn about how we can help children feel encouraged and  
develop valuable social and life skills that will help them grow  
to be confident, capable and respectful members of society. 

We will cover the basic philosophy and give you positive tools  

that you can use right away. 
 

Positive Discipline is for parents who are looking for long-term 
parenting skills that will encourage their children to think for  
themselves, become more responsible, and have greater  
respect for themselves and others. 

Rosh Chodesh  
with Rabbi Barbara Paris 

Rosh Chodesh (the New Moon) is a time for 
women to come together to meet, learn and 
grow. Join Rabbi Barbara Paris each month as 
she leads the discussion for the ancient ob-
servance. Call the office for dates. 

Constructing Our Own  
Personal Theology 

Discussion Group led by  
Senior Rabbinic Intern Steve Axinn 

Six sessions starting Thursday 
February 3, 7:30 pm 

As Jews we are heirs to a rich heritage and tradition of rules,  
rituals, and customs, yet we often ask ourselves "What do I  
actually believe?" "Is there a G-d?" "Why do I exist?" 

Join the discussion as, together, we create a safe space to  
explore how the great thinkers have addressed these questions 
while also exploring our own doubts and feelings with the goal  
of creating our own set of beliefs--our own personal theology. 

On Zoom:  Meeting ID: 987 3138 0488, Passcode: jcch2020 

Let’s Do Lunch  - with Deb Bers 
Mondays @ 1:00 pm 

Grab your lunch, find a computer, tablet, or 
phone, and join a casual lunch me conversa on. 

                         Mee ng ID: 864 8037 0457, Passcode: 125517 

Breakfast and The Bible  
with Cantor Marcos 

Sundays @ 9:45am Starts up again February 20th 
Join Cantor Marcos and hear and discuss his 
unique perspec ve on the Torah during this  
Bible study session. In person and on Zoom 

Mee ng ID: 987 3138 0488, Passcode: jcch2020 
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The Harrison Pantry Has Asked for our  Support 
 
The JCCH Chesed and Junior Chesed is asking for  
all members of the  community to help support the  
Harrison Food  Pantry by providing boxes of cereal.   
The Pantry is currently running low and your help is  
needed.  Deliveries can be made to the JCCH main 
office.  If you have any additional questions, please 
reach out to Heather  Schwartz  at: 
heatherlschwartz@yahoo.com 
 
The Junior Chesed Board is also looking for 
teens in 8th-12th grade to volunteer by: Baking 
cupcakes for JCCH kids, Organizing grade wide 
collections of food for the Harrison Food Pantry, 
Teen drivers to deliver monthly to the Food  
Pantry, Start preparing for JCCH teens Midnight 
Run in the spring. If you would like to get  
involved please email Jadyn Schwartz at jcchjunior-
chesed@gmail.com 

What’s happening at the JCCH 

Short Story Group  
Thursdays at 9:00 am  

via ZOOM 
 
This past December the JCCH Short Story 
Group, which met via Zoom at 9:00 A.M. each Thursday,  
concluded another wonderful year. The group discussed stories 
by over forty different authors starting with Mary E. Wilkens 
Freeman and ending with Louis L'Amour and included works by 
Shalom Aleichem, O. Henry, Ivan Turgenev and Virginia Woolf.  
The group format uses a rotation in which each participant  
personally makes a selection of a story on most any subject. 
The name, author and online link to the selection is provided  
to the entire group a week earlier.  The member who selects  
the story opens the discussion by giving a brief background  
of the author and facilitates the conversation.  
The hour is open to all who enjoy reading and getting together 
for sociable, interesting, low keyed discussions. The weekly 
JCCH email includes the links to the story and Zoom. 

 
 
The JCCH is partnering with our friends at the Harrison Public  
Library to host their amazing kids' programs for children ages 1-5 
and their parents/caregivers.  
Join the fun: 

Tuesdays at 10:00 am - Music, Movement and More: Join Miss 
Rebecca as we sing some interactive songs and listen to some 
stories about big feelings. Together, we'll learn about all the  
different emotions and how we express them. 

Wednesdays at 10:00 am - Movers & Shakers: Sing, dance, 
jump and twirl with Miss Claudia in this fun program for  
preschoolers! 

Thursdays at 10:00 am – Armelle for Kids: Armelle Gloaguen, 
award-winning artist and educator, is an experienced teacher  
and an accomplished singer, songwriter and guitarist. Join us  
for an educational multicultural music show. 

Masks required for all participants over two years old. For more 
information, call the Harrison Public Library at (914) 835-0324 

"Know" Brainers at the JCCH  

 

 

 

 

A new stay-and-play program for 3-4 year olds. Drop your child off  
for an hour of supervised play, literacy development, fine and gross 
motor activities, and (most of all) FUN! 
"Know" Brainers is run by Jodi Berk and Traci Erenfryd, two New 
York State certified teachers with years of experience in elementary 
and early education. 
Questions? Email Jodi and Traci at knowbrainersllc@gmail.com. 

 

SAVE THE DATE  
REFUGEE SHABBAT MARCH 4-5, 2022 

We will be joining hundreds of congregations and people from all 
over the world on March 4-5 as we celebrate Shabbat with a week-
end of renewed focus on the global refugee crisis. Stay tuned for 
more details.  It’s a weekend you won’t want to miss! 

If you would like to support the JCCH’s efforts to resettle two  
families from Afghanistan, please make a donation to the Refugee 
Resettlement Fund at: https://jcch.org/make-a-donation/ 

Contact Florence Kraut (frkraut@gmail.com) or Andrea Dulberg 
Platte (dulberga@optonline.net) if you would like to help organize 
Refugee Shabbat.  

Friday Night Live 
with Cantor Marcos. 

Friday Night Live is a musical worship experience you can 
watch from the comfort of home!  This 45 minute service is  
musical, soulful, and will leave you feeling spiritually nourished.   
Join Cantor Marcos for Friday Night Live on YouTube,  
Facebook or Zoom. 
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Description of Funds 
Adult Education Fund:   
to support all continuing education and adult programming 

The Berman-Greer Family Fund:   
supports the JCCH’s  Baby, Toddler & Me  programs 

Cantor’s Discretionary Fund: 
A special  fund administered by the Cantor 

Chesed Fund: Restricted to “acts of kindness” administered by 

Heather Schwartz 

ECC Fund: This fund is dedicated to the development and growth 

of the JCCH's Early Childhood Center  

Education Director’s Discretionary Fund: 

A special fund administered by the Religious School Director 

Effron Simchat Torah Fund: 
Designed to provide the gifts for the Simchat Torah honorees 

Ellen S. Kaplan Memorial Endowment Fund: 
Supports Rabbi/Congregant relations 

Holocaust Memorial Exhibit Fund: 
To support the Holocaust Memorial Exhibit 

Inclusion Fund:   
To support individuals with special needs 

JCCH Fund: 
Dedicated to enhancing the activities and programs of our Center 

L’Chaim Fund: 
Supports the Sandwich Circle and Mitzvah Day 

Men’s Club: 
Supports the JCCH and programming events 

Minyan Fund: 
Supports our weekday services and Shiva home services 

Prayer Book & Torah Fund: 
For the purchase and maintenance of JCCH’s prayer books 

Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund: 
A special fund administered by the Rabbi 

Religious School Discretionary Fund: 
To support special programs and materials for our  

Religious School 

Ruth & Irving Claremon Dedicated Service Award Fund:  
For the gifts for our annual JCCH Service Award Recipients 

Ruth & Irving Claremon Flower Fund:  
Designed to enhance the beauty of Ritual Services 

Simcha Fund: 
Dedicated to honor your cherished lifecycle events 

Sisterhood: 
Supports the JCCH and programming events 

Welcoming Refugees Fund:  
Helping a refugee family start a new life in America 

 12/15 /2020 - 1/31/2021  

CANTOR'S DISCRETIONARY FUND 
In honor of the newest member of the Askenazi family 
from Susan and Jeff Adler 
In honor of the birth of Cantor Marcos and Joanna's baby 
boy from Amy and Paul Hughson 
In honor of Baby Askenazi and his whole family!!! from  
The Pearson Family 
In honor of Baby boy #3- Mazel Tov! from Carla Ifrah and 
Family 
In memory of Nina Franklin from Laurie and Gary Yarnell 
In memory of Michael B. Lombardo from Lois Lombardo 
In memory of Richard Ponton from Louis & Sandra Snitkin 
In memory of Elaine Plant from  Mark Teich 
In memory of Lola Geiger from  Martin Geiger and Family 
In honor of son born to Cantor Marcos and Joanna 
from Florence and Allen Kraut 
In honor of the birth of Marcos and Joanna's new baby boy 
from Mark & Lisa Ellis 
In honor of Birth of Marcos and Joanna's new baby boy 
from William & Louise Herman 
In memory of Harry Gershweir from Diane Levy 
On behalf of the Bris of Baby Askenazi. Mazel Tov! from the 
Harfenists  
 
 
CHESED FUND 
In memory of Shirley Robinson Karp from  Barbara Stahl 
Jason 
In memory of Mayer Karp from  Barbara Stahl Jason 
In memory of Toby Gross, mother of David Gross from  
Tobi and Martin Rogowsky 
 
 
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL EXHIBIT FUND 
In memory of Sandra Mehl from Robert & Deanna Miller 
In memory of Nina Franklin, mother of Caroline Freidfertig 
and Jonathan Franklin from Robert & Deanna Miller 

 
 
INCLUSION FUND 
In memory of Elaine Plant from Tobi Rogowsky 
In memory of Helen Reiss from Donna & Ed Spiegel 
 
 
JCCH FUND 
In honor and appreciation to Rabbi Paris for her class on 
Jewish Values from Ann Toffel 
In honor and appreciation to George Sommerfeld  
from Ann Toffel 
In honor and appreciation  to the Short Story group  
from Ann Toffel 
In honor of the engagement of Noah Platte from Jeffrey 
& Wendy Levi 
In memory of Elaine Plant from Carla & Philippe Ifrah 
In memory of Marilyn Anderson from David & Penny Klein 
In memory of Bettie Klein & Jacob A. Klein from David  
& Penny Klein 
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JCCH FUND, continued 

In memory of Max Lederman from David & Penny Klein 
In memory of Sylvia Lane from David & Rachel Berkey 
In memory of Lillian Levine from Eric & Linda Spellman 
In memory of Jack Levine from Eric & Linda Spellman 
In memory of Sophie Davidson from Eric & Linda Spellman 
In memory of Jack Davidson from Eric & Linda Spellman 
In memory of Shirley Zaidman from Gerald Zaidman  
& Phoebe Rabbin 
In memory of Irene Dubin from James & Susan Dubin 
In memory of her husband Frederic C. Leffler, and her  
mother Rhoda Dember from Marjorie Leffler 
In memory of Gertrude Englander and Leo Englander 
from Martin & Mona Klein 
In memory of Fannie Rothman from Marvin & Linda Levine 
In memory of Rose Rothman from Marvin & Linda Levine 
In memory of Mary Goldstein from Marvin & Maxine Gilbert 
In memory of Bernard Gilbert from Marvin & Maxine Gilbert 
In memory of Joann Lindauer from Howard Lindauer 
In memory of Estelle Cohen from  Annemarie Gordon 
In memory of Julius Morris from  Bebe Prince 
In memory of Irving Prince from  Bebe Prince 
In memory of Anna Ginness from  Bebe Prince 
In memory of Edith Friedlander from  Carolyn Levy 
In memory of James Jackier from  Roberta Schain 
In memory of Arthur Schain from  Roberta Schain 
In memory of Paula Doris Cohen from  Roberta Schain 
In memory of Berenice Schain from  Roberta Schain 
In memory of Ronald Ethan Berk from  Lois Sacks 
In memory of Annette Feldman from Paul & Karen Feldman 
In memory of Murray Feldman from Paul & Karen Feldman 
In memory of Nina Franklin from Robert & Susan Schack 
In memory of Toby Gross from Rona Javitch 
In memory of Joel Lefkowitz from Stuart & Marilyn Troy 
In memory of Esther Trupin from Stanley & Cookie Quittman 
 
MINYAN FUND 
In memory of Nina Franklin from Carla and Philippe Ifrah 
In memory of Barry Solowey from Kenneth & Minna Brown 
In memory of Janet Glassel from Kenneth & Minna Brown 
In memory of Samuel Ehrlich from Kenneth & Minna Brown 
In memory of Elaine Caplan Plant, mother of Dorye Harfenist 
from Kenneth & Minna Brown 
In memory of Dr. Joseph Brandes from Lloyd & Cheryl Pine 
In memory of Arnold Orlovitz from Michael & Geri  
Rubenstein 
In memory of Stanley Rubenstein from Michael & Geri  
Rubenstein 
In memory of Nina Franklin from Michael & Geri Rubenstein 
In memory of Seymour Robinson from  Barbara Stahl Jason 
In memory of Morris Silverman from  Carol Silverman 
In memory of Marc Sandy Goldsmith from  Carol Silverman 
In memory of Charles Rosen from  Carol Silverman 
In memory of Sandy Mehl from Paul & Amy Hughson 
In memory of Judith Hope Sachs from Robert & Susan 
Schack 
In memory of Pat Levitt, mother of Robin Topol from Beth and 
Gabe Nechamkin  
 
 

Minyan FUND, continued 

In memory of Phyllis Patricia Levitt from Julie and Paul 
Brandes  
In memory of Patricia Levitt, mother of Robin Topol from Tom 
& Sylvia Rogers  
 
RABBI'S DISCRETIONARY FUND  
In memory of Jack Perl from Fred & Sheila Woolf 
In memory of Sam Luftschein from  Phyllis Luftschein 
In memory of Stephen R. Luftschein from  Phyllis Luftschein 
In memory of Stanley Luftschein from  Phyllis Luftschein 
In memory of Elsie Luftschein from  Phyllis Luftschein 
 

 
REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT FUND 
from Amy Hughson 
from Florence & Allen Kraut 
from Joseph & Ellen Kaidanow 
from Marjorie Leffler 
from Leni Klaimitz 
In honor of  Reshad and Zulfar Ahmadi from Andrea Dulberg 
and Leigh Platte 
In honor of  Afghan family from  Lisa Cummins 
from Adam Silverman and Ani Cortiñas  
 
 
RELIGIOUS SCHOOL DISCRETIONARY FUND 
In honor of  Ronit Razinowsky, Cantor Marcos and, all the 
wonderful teachers at the JCCH Kehillah School from  
The Silver Family 
In memory of Bennet Kfare, husband of Morah Sherry Kfare 
from Philippe & Carla Ifrah and Family 
In memory of Bennet Kfare, husband of Morah Sherry Kfare 
from Sue, Mike, Isabel & Zach Pearson 
In memory of Bennet Kfare I am so deeply sorry for your loss. 
Baruch Dayan HaEmet from Roben Shaya 
 
 
SIMCHA FUND 
In honor of  Madison Glick’s Bat Mitzvah from  Kenneth  
& Minna Brown 
In honor of  Toby Gross, the loving mother of David Gross and 
grandmother of Glenna & Dan Fix and Carolyn Gross and 
great-grandmother of Max, Jonah and Layla Fix  
from  Kim J. Gross 
In honor of my new granddaughter, Alina Wren from   
Carol Silverman 
In honor of  the birth of Alina Wren, granddaughter  
to Carol Silverman. from Sylvia Rogers 
In honor of  Eden Nhaissi from Michelle Pearlman  
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We wish to provide you with an update regarding our search for an Interim Rabbi for the JCCH. The members  

of the Interim Rabbi Search Committee, all of whom are listed below, are excited to share that we have a strong 

candidate for the position of Interim Rabbi to introduce to you: Rabbi Howard Siegel.   

 

Rabbi Siegel currently serves as the Interim Rabbi at the Merrick Jewish Center located in Merrick, NY. For the 

past 13 years or so, He  has served as an Interim Rabbi at various Conservative Synagogues across the United 

States and Canada and  has been trained, both formally and on the job, for this Interim Rabbi position and  

has developed various skill sets to assist communities in transition. Rabbi Siegel was ordained by the Jewish 

Theological Seminary in New York City.  

   

JCCH members, will have the opportunity to meet with Rabbi Siegel over Zoom on Wednesday February 2nd, 

when he will teach a class called “The Sinai Moment.”  The Committee looks forward to seeing you at this  

meeting/class and hopes you will be as favorably impressed by Rabbi Siegel as we are.  And, we would  

like to hear your thoughts and comments about this candidate following the Zoom class. Your feedback is  

vital in the process of selecting an Interim Rabbi.   

 

The Committee also wishes to provide you with a review of the steps involved in the search so that you may  

gain an understanding of the process. A brief overview follows:  

 

 

BACKGROUND/BACKDROP – Why an Interim Rabbi? 

The search for an Interim Rabbi stems from a strong belief that we deserve to take the time to take deeper 

breaths and mend through the skills an Interim Rabbi has: guiding congregations through a healing process,  

self-exploration, defining/redefining missions and values, and preparation for a new permanent Rabbi. 

 

With assistance from an Interim Rabbi in gathering our strands and weaving them into our future JCCH tapestry, 

our community is much more likely to be properly matched with the best Rabbi for us and better ensure a  

successful tenure of the next Rabbi. 

 

The tenure for an Interim Rabbi typically runs from 12 months to two years. We are hopeful that this time frame 

will allow us to take our time to find and hire a permanent Rabbi. Please note that, by Rabbinical Assembly (RA) 

rules, an Interim Rabbi is not permitted to be a candidate for the permanent Rabbi position nor will the Interim 

Rabbi directly participate in the actual selection process of the Permanent Rabbi.   
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PROCESS 

As some of you may know, in general, our search process is guided by the RA’s match-making efforts. In short, 

the RA maintains a Rabbi Search On-line Portal as a resource for candidates and for Conservative Synagogues 

searching to fill positions. 

 

The Committee worked together and completed the RA questionnaire/application and it was posted on the  

RA’s Rabbi Search On-line Portal in November 2021. 

 

The Committee was formed in October 2021. It consists of 10 JCCH members, fairly representing the  

cross-section of our entire congregation. Members of Committee are: Jonathan Danziger (VP and Chair of  

the Committee), Rachel Berkey, Minna Brown, Alison Parter Cohen, Jeffrey Levi, Sandy Marrow, Sue Pearson, 

Marvin Reiss, Andrea Strone, Terri Wein, and Michael Winter. 

All Committee members are approaching this “job” with the diligence and concern as if charged with finding  

a Permanent Rabbi. The Committee understands and embraces the sacred nature and importance of this  

community-wide decision.   

Process for Candidates: 

Each candidate applying for this Interim Rabbi position follows the same process of review – meeting with Cantor 

Marcos, Ronit, and Eric and then being interviewed by the Committee in a group Zoom format – answering a set 

of questions across a range of important areas developed in advance by the Committee. 

 

Once all of the candidates have gone through these steps, the Committee selects the best-suited candidate to 

teach a class on a topic of his/her choice, following which we will seek feedback from the JCCH community. 

 

If the community’s reviews are favorable, we will reach terms with the Interim Rabbi and have the congregation 

vote on his/her engagement.   

 

WHERE WE ARE 

There were four candidates who applied for our Interim Rabbi position. Currently, the consensus candidate  

for this Interim Rabbi position is Rabbi Siegel. He was favorably received by the Committee members.   

 

It is our hope and expectation to have an Interim Rabbi start at the JCCH in July 2022. While we wished to  

fill this role earlier, our preferred candidate, Rabbi Siegel, will only be available to start a role with the JCCH  

after he completes his current Interim Rabbi assignment. 

 

Rest assured that until an Interim Rabbi is in place, we will continue to be covered for all rabbinical work/

functions by our current Rabbinical affiliates who have served us well over the past many months. 

 

The Committee appreciates the support and trust from our JCCH community.  

We all thank you. 
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This photo from July 1958 features all the  
original founders of the JCCH at the purchasing of 
the "Union Avenue Site." 

Jacob Fuchsberg (standing center) was our first 
President (and founder)  He served on the NYS 
Court of Appeals (after losing a state-wide election  
to be the Chief of that Court).  He served with  
distinction and was the first of many JCCH members 
who have served in public office over the years.  

Can you name the remaining gentlemen in this  
photograph?  If so, please send your answers,  
with names listed LEFT to RIGHT to:   
Everspence@jcch.org.  We will announce the first 
person to send the correct names in next month’s 
Scribe!   

Shout out to the following people for helping create  
the February 2022  Did You Know? column:  

 Matt Benson, Wendy Levi, Sue Pearson,  
Marty Rogowsky & Andrea Strone. 

 If you have any interesting pictures or facts to share 
about the Jewish Community Center of Harrison, 
please reach out to Eve:  everspence@jcchlorg. 

Most of the JCCH founders came from Orthodox and Reform backgrounds. The compromise was Conservative, with 
Friday night organ music and Saturday mornings being very traditional.  JCCH founders felt strongly that Harrison  
have a Jewish presence and the name, although not very creative, was its mission: The Jewish Community Center 
of Harrison.  

Pictures taken mid construction, circa  1959 

The JCCH held a "Service of Ground - Consecration 
at the Union Avenue Site" on Sunday, May 24th, 
1959? The service started with "Hatikvah" and in-
cluded the "Turning of the Earth." 



 February — The Yahrtzeits of the following beloved relatives of our members will be  
observed this month. Cantor Marcos will read their names from the pulpit at the Friday  
evening  and Saturday morning services.  For those with Memorial plaques in the  
Synagogue (noted with an asterisk) the lamps will be lit.  

Larry Herman 
Cleo Moskowitz Karns 
Bernard Levine 
Max Schymanski* 
Mrs. Helen Bornstein 
Louis Leffler* 
James Nadel 
James Nadel* 
Irene Rosenbach* 

Leon Horton 
Bettie Klein* 
Lillian Lasner 
Edward M. Lorell* 
Dr. Leon Schnur 
Max Shevin* 
Avi Ben Yosef 
Kurt Hurst* 
Jacob A. Klein* 

Isadore Lonker 
Dr. Benjamin Margolis 
Sally Albertson 
Murray Goldberg 
Harold Harris* 
Anita Hendelman 
Floyd Lampert 
Elsie Luftschein* 
I. David Satlow 

Esther Stern 
Esther Trupin 
Murray Bagal* 
Regina Bienenfeld* 
Gussie Friedman 
Bernard Gilbert 
Isidor Glasser* 
Fannie Goldberg 
Richard Hendler* 

Declan Meltzer* 
Neil Schneider 
Carl Barth 
Evelyn El Kodsi 
Bluma Friedman 
Fanny Jaffe 
Jack Lust* 
Felix Safian 

Ethel Feldman 
Joseph Sternheim 
Mary Teich 
Emanuel Tolin* 
Jerrold Arbeter 
Joseph Feldman 
Irene Goldman* 
Melvin Goldman* 
Trudy Kabak 
Ida Katz 

Morton Lane 
Louis Ruthen* 
Baila Shargel 
Edward Wagner 
Cantor Harry Aaron 
Freilich* 
Mildred Grossman 
Clara Levy 
Stanley Luftschein* 
Manuel Reiss 

Helen Reiss* 
Hilda Berk 
Adolph Hoffman* 
Paul Lewittes* 
Arthur Schain* 
Doris Wasserman 
Donald Ansel Bronsky 
Minnie Nadel 
Minnie Nadel* 
Jacob Posen* 

Sadie Yellen Sears 
Roberta Yarnell* 
Arduth Rhoda Epstein 
Sander Epstein 
Leon Goldstein 
Francis Lozensky 
Nathaniel Rosenzweig 
Jerome Tarnoff 
Anna Tutshen 
Irene Dubin* 

Harry Gershweir* 
Harold Hirschhorn 
William Ordover 
Irving Rosenberg 
William Rosenzweig* 
Alan Seff 
Rubin Wagner 

Harry Brodsky* 
Dora Gats 
Rose Osser 
Helen Schaeffer* 
Mrs. Ruth Schraeter 
Frank Shuch 
Edith Bunny Weinberg* 
Arnold Klatzky 
Raphael Marder 
Michael Soussa 
Mack Warner 

Frances Asness 
Frances Burack 
Harry Flaks* 
Alexander Fried 
Jill Glinert 
Simon Hecht* 
Max Lederman* 
Charlotte Louis* 
Nathan Woolf 
Edward Berman 
Allan Bernstein 

Rhoda Gottlieb 
Jed L. Kaplan* 
Sam Katz 
Raymond Lieberman* 
Dolores Lubowitz 
Gertrude Mantel* 
Julius Morris* 
Albert Samtur 
Berenice Schain* 
Phyllis Schreiber 
Irwin Breslin* 

Zofia Dymant 
Toby Levine* 
Mayme Rosenblatt* 
Ned Rube 
Michael J. Strone* 
Marc Titlebaum 
Frieda Tuckman 
Irving Wernick 
Ruchel Kowalsky* 
Ralph Lippman 
Renee Rubin 

Martin Rubin 
Elka Sincoff 
Harry Zickerman* 
Hilda Dinkin 
Mr. Marvin Kushnick 
Esther Raboy* 
Ralph Telengater 

Gail Marcus* 
Irving Wolther* 
Ida Feldman* 
Jerry Kaniuk 
Ethel Schottenfeld* 
Evelyn Shear* 
Esther Echevarria 

Ray Fitterman* 
Roslyn Golden 
Fredric C. Leffler* 
Edmond Schwartz* 
Meyer Chazanov 
Herbert Luckower* 
Rhoda Dember 

Theo Zdenko Gutman* 
Hilda Littman 
Abraham Newman 
Jennie Spigel 
Harold D. Berkey 
Pauline Boshi 
Dr. Sydney Breitman* 

Bernard Jaffe* 
Morton Joselson 
Annette Langsam 
Aaron Rubin* 
Gail Rubin 
Margaret Askwith 
Zaki EL Kodsi 

Ida Schneider 
Joseph J. Smith* 

Isadore Danenberg* 
Wilbert Epstein 
David Karin 
Henry J. Lewis 
Emanuel Mizrahi 

Gershon Stolovitch 
Irving Liebowitz 
Leon Nechamkin* 
Dorothy Raitzin 
Pearl Schreiner 

Sadie Stonehill 
Tillie Tunick 
Albert Berger* 
Lillian Weisberger* 
Benjamin Dubin* 

Anna Reiter 
Dorothy Schukett 
Joan Hope Silverman* 
Stephen Bauer 
Rose Edelman* 

Libby Weinstein Epstein 
Herman Nowick 
David Seidman* 
Sally Sklaar 
Mollie Fraiden 

2/4 - 2/10 

2/11 - 2/17 

1/28 - 2/3 

2/18 - 2/24 

2/25 - 3/3 
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Madison Glick 
Jonathan Spiegel 
Silvana Mule 
Peter Resnick 
Ronald Hollander 
David Berkey 
Harrison Zimmer 
Howard Sklar 
Sandra Weinman 
Harold Reiff 
Juliette Elise Naar 
Jackson Nhaissi 
Alexander Comora 
Lauren Reiff 
Steven E. Miller 
Cory Frances Kercher 
Samantha Bea Breslin 
Cory Kercher 
Rachel Seltzer 
Mana Newman 
Ellie Javitch 
Lois Lust 
Skylar Blit 
Carl Goldman 

Melanie Kramer 
Laurie Silber 
Jules Schwartz 
Louis Cooper 
Sabrina Magid-Katz 
Caitlin Oestreicher 
Erica Baevsky 
Nathan Sloan 
Jane Schraeter 
Samantha Bernstein 
Emma Jonisch 
Leo Gilberg 
Beth Lipman 
Reed Lipman 
Benjamin Ayden Lubowitz 
David Abraham Herman 
Michele Shapiro 
Ulises Espaillat 
Trevor Bret Shevin 
Sam Harfenist 
Jeffrey Fink 
Richard Caplan 
Carey Hollander 
Howard Hollander 

Maggie Springer 
Dylan Springer 
Zachary Fischman 
Jennifer Lorie Cohen 
Deena Winchenbach 
Harold Greenberg 
Jeffrey Udell 
Robert Rogers 
Daniel Newman 
Amy O'Malley 
Justin Mandell 
August Lighter 
Nancy Grossman 
Frank Doroff 
Michele Schneidman 
Lauren Chernick Fischman 
Sidney Reiter 
Leonard Neil Gruenfeld 
Adam Comora 
Marian Meyers 
Felicia Taubin 
Andrea Baevsky 
Jill Wagner 
Judy Burack 

Barbara Lynne Schack 
Lilly Kercher 
Charlotte Kercher 
Abe Seltzer 
Leslie Ann Goldman 
Julia Morgenstern 
Roberta Reiter 
Ilana Kitt Lombardo 
Jared Silber 
Barbara Lowenthal 
Rachel Coby 
Jennifer Soussa 
Leonora Stonehill 
Matthew Zinman 
Samantha Zinman 
Karen Cousin 
Steven Harfenist 
Corey Springer 
Andrew Carton 
David Araten 
David Fertig 
Karina Lubowitz 
Amanda Gillian Rosenfeld 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO HELP? 
Volunteers needed to be on the Gala Committee 

Contact Eric Nussaum:  enussbaum@jcch.org 

 



  

Remember Loved Ones with a Plaque in the 
JCCH Sanctuary 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A memorial plaque in the JCCH  
Sanctuary is a meaningful and lasting way to remember 

a loved one. Each plaque has a light which is lit the 
week of your loved one’s yahrzeit and at Yizkor during 

the year.  
 

To order a plaque, go to:  
https://jcch.org/bereavement-and-mourning  

Or contact the office at 914-835-2850 

 

A Legacy donation to  
the JCCH can have a  

lasting impact  
and can play a significant  
role in shaping the future  

our community. 

How can I create a  
Legacy gift? 

 

There are a variety of ways including: 

¨ Name the synagogue as a beneficiary in your will 

¨ Create a charitable gift annuity  

¨ Name JCCH as a beneficiary of an IRA, life insurance  
policy, or pension  

¨ Create a charitable trust or other estate planning vehicle 

Please consult your tax or estate planning professional to  
ensure that your legacy plans are properly drafted. For more 
information (strictly confidential) please contact Executive  
Director, Eric Nussbaum @914-835-2850 x108 or  
enusbaum@jcch.org. 

 
Have you already included the JCCH in your plans? 

Please let us know so we can thank you now.  

  

 

 

 

 CHESED  
Chesed has been organizing meals,  
rides and visits to fellow congregants  
in need. Our community is filled with 

many compassionate and caring individ-
uals who want to support the different 

needs of our congregants. 
 

We are looking for volunteers to help in any 
way they can! 

· Deliver meals to ill or homebound  

· Providing rides to doctor appointments, to 
the synagogue, etc. 

· Help with errands/food shopping   

If you know of a congregant that is in 
need of support, and could benefit 

from a visit, 
please reach out to: 

Heather Schwartz 
heatherlschwartz@yahoo.com  

 
if you are interested volunteering!

 

The Sisterhood Giftshop is open! 

We have a wide variety of  
Judaica, jewelry and MORE!  

Make your shopping experience personal and 
safe.  Call the office to make  an appointment! 

(914)835-2850  



 

«Mail Name» 
«Address» «Address2» 
«City», «State»  «Zip» 

1 TUESDAY 
7:30 pm The Complexity of Family  
Relationships - with Rabbi Segelman 
 
2 WEDNESDAY 
11am Current Events  
with Shari Baum 
 
3 THURSDAY 
9am Short Story Group 
10 am Menschlikhkeit before  
Godliness - with Rabbi Barbara Paris 
7:30 pm - Constructing our own  
Personal Theology with Steve Axinn 
 
6 SUNDAY 
9:45 am Bagels & the Bible with  
Cantor Marcos 
10:30 am  Positive Discipline Workshop 
with Karina Lubowitz 
 
7 MONDAY 
1 pm Let's do Lunch with Deb Bers 
7:00 pm Rosh Chodesh with Rabbi 
Barbara Paris 
8:00 pm Parshat Hashavuah  
with Rabbi Jeffrey Segelman 
 
8 TUESDAY 
7:30 pm The Complexity of Family  
Relationships - with Rabbi Segelman 

10 THURSDAY 
9 am Short Story Group 
10 am Menschlikhkeit before  
Godliness with Rabbi Barbara Paris 
7:30 pm - Constructing our own  
Personal Theology with Steve Axinn 
 
13  SUNDAY 
9:45 am Bagels & the Bible with  
Cantor Marcos 
 
14 MONDAY 
1 pm Let's do Lunch with Deb Bers 
8:00pm Parshat Hashavuah  
with Rabbi Jeffrey Segelman 
 
15 TUESDAY 
7:30 pm The Complexity of Family  
Relationships - with Rabbi Segelman 
 
16 WEDNESDAY 
11am Current Events  
with Shari Baum 
 
17 THURSDAY 
9 am Short Story Group 
10 am Menschlikhkeit before  
Godliness - with Rabbi Barbara Paris 
7:30 pm - Constructing our own  
Personal Theology with Steve Axinn 
 

20 SUNDAY 
9:45 am Bagels & the Bible with  
Cantor Marcos 
 
21 MONDAY 
1 pm Let's do Lunch with Deb Bers 
8:00pm Parshat Hashavuah  
with Rabbi Jeffrey Segelman 
 
22  TUESDAY 
7:30 pm The Complexity of Family  
Relationships  
with Rabbi Jeffrey Segelman 
 
24  THURSDAY 
9 am Short Story Group 
10 am Menschlikhkeit before  
Godliness - with Rabbi Barbara Paris 
7 pm Author Talk  
with JCCH member Florence Kraut 
7:30 pm - Constructing our own  
Personal Theology with Steve Axinn 
 
27  SUNDAY 
9:45 am Bagels & the Bible with  
Cantor Marcos 
 
28 MONDAY 
1 pm Let's do Lunch with Deb Bers 
8:00 pm Parshat Hashavuah  
with Rabbi Jeffrey Segelman 

FEBRUARY PROGRAMMING AT A GLANCE 


